Five days left to apply for the 2020 Paris Prize!

This is the final call for applications to the 2020 Paris Prize. The Paris Prize recognizes innovative design approaches to transportation and infrastructure. The annual award recognizes professionals who have developed and implemented a holistic sustainable urban design approach that contributed to the movement towards net-zero performance targets. Applications must be received by Friday, 18 December.

More about the submission process and view examples of past winning submissions from the previous cycles. Please visit the Paris Prize website to learn more.

As Birds Flying


Read more about the films.

The third episode of the Natural Materials mini-series features a discussion between natural materials activist scholar Dr. Deshonay Dozier, Assistant Professor of Architectural Technology at GSAPP, and Lola Ben-Alon, Assistant Professor of Architecture at the University of Sydney, Australia. Dozier and Ben-Alon explore the technical, political, and symbolic implications of the climate crisis on the built environment. Their conversation will be followed by a screening of two powerful films. Set above the wetlands of Egypt, As Birds Flying explores the relationship between human, military vision, and the ever-present Nile, which concludes with a screening of two powerful films: Distant, and A Wildness Beyond the Horizon.
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